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Edition Two submissions
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Lot’s Wife.
Lot’s Wife acknowledges the traditional custodians of the land, the people of the Kulin Nations. We pay our
respects to their Elders past, present and emerging. Sovereignty has never been ceded.

O

n 9 March 2020, Lot’s Wife Edition One hit
stands around Monash University. 2,000 copies were distributed in common areas, cafes,
libraries, and study spaces. Students were excited to
return to campus: first year students looking forward
to a new adventure; final year students happy the
end was in sight; club leaders ready for an influx of
members; academics roaring to inspire another generation; and the Lot’s Wife editors excited for a year
of great opportunities.

It is for this reason we have dedicated so much of our
first edition to on-campus events and programs. With
first year students missing out on being high school
seniors, and with second year students having to
forfeit their jaffy experience, the start-of-year festivities will be the first chance for many to experience
on-campus university life. While many students will
still be unable to attend on-campus events this year,
it is our hope that this year so many of you who have
only seen Monash through a screen get to bear witness to the enjoyment and wonder of being a tertiary
student.

The following day, students were told to remain at
home, all on-campus activities were cancelled, and
Edition One of 2020 was left on shelves, largely untouched – a symbol of a campus left victim to the fate
destined by COVID-19. It is an understatement to say
2020 was less than ideal. You only need to look at the
boxes of our first edition that remain in our office.
But Lot’s Wife adapted to the changed circumstances, continuing to cater to our readers by publishing
content online and holding online events. After such a
turbulent 12 months, we are honoured to welcome you
all onto campus for what should be an exciting year.

At the same time, we cannot look back to the preCOVID-19 world as the be-all and end-all. Much of the
Monash student community is stuck overseas while
caps remain on arrivals into Australia, and will be
tuning into online classes and events across different
time-zones. Some students in Melbourne are unable
to attend campus for health and other reasons. It is
important that the University and student organisations continue to cater for different accessibility requirements.

A lot has even changed since our last edition in November 2020. On-campus activities are restarting
with classes and student events in the works for
months. COVID-19 vaccine rollouts have commenced
around the world, with the public both celebrating
and challenging the legitimacy of the inoculations.
The U.S. Capitol was breached, Donald Trump left office, and the world was dumbfounded by the damage
done to the free world. And we Melburnians enjoyed
quite a normal summer, ready to enjoy the tennis, only
to be placed into a ‘circuit breaker’ lockdown.

We encourage you all to make your voice heard. The
last year has been one of incensed debate and much
turbulence. Political issues have further polarised
our society and now more than ever our opinions as
students are important. At Lot’s Wife we are here to
facilitate a university-wide discussion on key topics.
Regardless of your political alignment, gender, culture, or age, whether you study online or on-campus,
we are here to give you a platform.

Yet, as the biblical story of Lot’s wife reminds us, there
is danger in looking back and not moving forward.
And after a year of Zoom calls and online events, it
is time for students to embrace every opportunity thrown at you this year. Our MSA, student clubs,
on-campus businesses, and academics have so much
on offer, putting into action plans and dreams which
have been brewing while many of us stared down a
camera lens.

We wish everyone the best of luck for 2021. As editors,
we look forward to sharing the talent and opinions of
the wider Monash community.
Lot’s Wife Team
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From Sappho,
with Love
Words By Eliot Walton
Content warning:
gay angst and heartbreak

Deathless Aphrodite,
I cannot
work the loom
for the love of a girl
has enthralled me
The one with the violets –
you see
the stars and moon
hide their faces
when she shines
full-bright, on the earth
Love, you
burn me
while all the night
sweet-voiced girls sing
at her wedding
Why are you weeping, Sappho?
For the love of a girl
has made you
Why, deathless one?
For the love of a girl
has made me
and unmade me too

Art by Myles Blum
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Secret Spots O
The best secret spots on campus I am unable to share with
you.

Mine are only the best due to my own unique criteria and are,
additionally of course, a secret!!

Your own will appear to you in your time of need, when you
are desperately searching, drifting, or when you least expect
them.

Explore your campus, go beyond the buildings you have
classes in. Find the best views, the cleanest and quietest toilets,
the tables with power outlets, and the best places to study.
Discover the free food, and the best places to nap.
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On Campus
Words by Louise Drury

Climb to the top of a building or car park to admire the view,
check out the clouds and perhaps glimpse Port Phillip Bay.
Venture to a new floor in Campus Centre, or within a library
(there are many to choose from).

Stumble upon a garden you never knew existed. They are
numerous, some in unexpected locations; just check for ants
before you commit to sitting down!

That corridor well above the ground floor with no lights, locked
laboratories with warning signs, and a taped-over lift shaft that
looks like something from a horror set, perhaps avoid visiting
there again. Despite this, it was a memorable adventure and is
yet to dampen my curiosity.

Years later, I am yet to cover everything. Each year brings new
discoveries. Sometimes a recently completed construction,
however occasionally it was there all along.

Go, find your own.
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Isolated
Transmission
Words by Gracey Ephraums

I speak to my homeworld.
But I don’t live there now. It’s just nice to know it exists behind my
screens.
I watch you making circles around the sun.
It has no bearing on my artificial schedule up here. I sleep and wake
when I can.
What do I look like up here?
I haven’t checked for a long time, but my hair has become bizarre.
Every time I take a spacewalk I have to suit up.
No, of course I’m not bored.
For every rotation of the sun I have my little task list. When I get inert
I tell ground control to blast music at me. Always sounds like they’re
having a good time, wherever the music is.
Hold that thought – I’ll see you very soon.
Take care of yourself pls.
Not much. For now I’m gonna seal my pod and delay going down to
the new surface.
How lucky we are.
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What to Expect from Democrats and
Republicans in the Biden Era
Words by Jack Hunt
As 2020 came to an end, most political pundits expected the
Georgian Senate elections to be the most talked about story
in the United States. Billed as a blockbuster political event, the
showdown between the Democratic candidates Jon Ossoff
and Raphael Warnock, and the Republican incumbents David Perdue and Kelly Loeffler, would determine which political
party would control Congress when President Joe Biden took
office. On January 5th, Georgians went to the polls and made
history by electing both Ossoff and Warnock.

As a result of these divisions, navigating legislation through
Congress will be Biden’s biggest challenge. Democrats maintain only thin majorities in both the House of Representatives
and the Senate, and Republicans have a history of stonewalling Democratic agendas. Throughout the Obama years, Republicans whittled down and rejected nearly the entirety of
the Democratic agenda, and it was the Democrats who paid
the political price for Republican obstruction, with the party
losing the House in 2010 and the Senate in 2014.

Such a victory would have dominated headlines for days,
but the election was soon forgotten as, to the world’s shock,
the United States Capitol was stormed by pro-Trump extremists. Emboldened by months of President Donald Trump’s lies
about election fraud, these protestors occupied the Capitol
building as Congress met to certify Biden’s electoral victory.
The incident endangered the lives of lawmakers from both
political parties and ultimately resulted in five deaths. The
Trump era ended in infamy, with the outgoing President becoming the first in US history to be impeached twice. While
time will tell how history views Trump’s presidency it is clear
that he has left the US more divided than ever as the country
continues to battle the COVID-19 pandemic and its trail of
economic destruction.

The problem for Democrats is that the Senate requires many
bills to meet the 60-vote threshold in order to be passed without debate. Given that the Democrats barely maintain a majority of 50 votes (with Vice President Kamala Harris casting
the deciding vote in a tie) they would seemingly have to rely
on Republicans to overcome what is known as the legislative
filibuster. Despite this obstacle, Democrats do have some options available to them. One option, an arcane process known
as budget reconciliation, can be used to pass many of Biden’s
economic programs with a simple majority vote. However, the
scope of this process is limited and Democrats are already
facing the reality that some aspects of their bills will not be
passed through reconciliation.
This leaves Democrats with two other options – attempting
to pass bipartisan bills that will garner Republican support
or voting to remove the filibuster entirely. Removing the filibuster requires only a majority vote, and Democrats would
be able to enact even the most ambitious agenda with their
thin majority. While removing the filibuster has faced opposition from some conservative Democrats, it may ultimately
be the only method of passing the transformative legislation
required to repair the country and render the Biden administration a success. There will likely be significant debate within
the Democratic party over whether or not to reform the legislative process, so expect to see these arguments intensify
if Republicans once again seek to prevent Democrats from
implementing an ambitious policy agenda.

Biden now faces the monumental task of not only addressing
the pandemic but repairing a country that has for decades
been beset by growing socioeconomic divisions. Meanwhile
partisanship has reached historic levels, with Americans now
being more likely to see their political opponents as the biggest threat to the country. The US has arrived at a watershed
moment, and the next four years will determine whether the
nation can re-establish itself as that shining city on a hill.
With that in mind, let us examine the current state of US politics – the challenges confronting both Democrats and Republicans, and the opportunities they must seize not only for their
own sake, but for the sake of a country at the brink.
Democrats

And Biden’s proposals are ambitious, being the most progressive of any President in half a century. His most urgent
priority is addressing the COVID-19 pandemic through his
American Rescue Plan – a $1.9 trillion stimulus bill. The core
of the bill revolves around providing Americans with another round of stimulus checks, while also increasing the rate of
unemployment aid for those who have lost work as a result of
the pandemic.

Biden began his presidency with an inaugural address that
had a clear theme – unity. He has been clear that seeking to
restore this national unity through bipartisan efforts will be
at the core of his presidency, and his assertion that ‘politics
need not be a raging fire destroying everything in its path’ is
a sign of his recognition of the divisions plaguing the nation.
However, what is not clear is the extent to which bipartisanship is possible in the current political climate.
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Also included in the bill is the long sought-after progressive
policy of raising the minimum wage to $15 an hour. If passed,
the bill would mark one of the largest interventions of the
government in the US economy in modern history. Much of
Biden’s domestic agenda is similarly ambitious to the American Rescue Pan, with him having made bold commitments to

While these tensions have existed since Trump first ran for the
Republican nomination, they have grown during his historical second impeachment. When the articles of impeachment
were introduced to the House, the Democrats were joined by
10 Republicans in voting to impeach the former President.
Immediately, these 10 Republicans faced calls to resign from

tackle climate change, improve access to affordable healthcare, reform the immigration system and invest in the country’s crumbling infrastructure.

Trump loyalists, with several of them being threatened with
primary challenges at the next election. This speaks to the
core problem facing Republican leadership – that Trump remains overwhelmingly popular among much of the Republican base but incredibly unpopular with the wider electorate.
Increasingly, it appears as though Republicans may not be
able to win with Trump or without him. This will be the foremost challenge facing the Republican party in the Biden era,
so expect to see various factions vying for influence as the
party seeks to reassert itself at future elections.

Democrats will have to do what it takes to enact this agenda
if they want to buck the historical trends and retain or expand their hold on power in the 2022 midterm elections. The
COVID-19 pandemic may provide a similar opportunity for
Biden and the Democrats if they are able to overcome the
institutional constraints confronting them.
While it is clear that Biden recognises the scale of this challenge, it also appears that Democrats have learned from the
lessons of the Obama years, as they are now far more prepared to deal with a Republican opposition that will seek to
obstruct them at every turn. Ultimately, time will tell whether
Biden and the Democrats are able to defy Republican obstruction and enact a progressive agenda at any cost, or
whether their party and country will once again suffer the
consequences of inaction.

As of now, no clear strategy has emerged on how best to
regain control of Congress in 2022, and there is vast disagreement even in Republican leadership. Under normal
circumstances, Republicans would be optimistic about their
electoral fortunes over the next four years, but the manner
of Trump’s exit and his continued hold on the party is casting
doubt on the potential for a future Republican victory. Republicans may be granted a political opening should Biden
squander his presidency, but for now their fortunes will be determined by the role the former President continues to play in
intra-party politics. Republicans made their bed with Trump,
and now they have to lay in it.

Republicans
The Republicans, meanwhile, have their own issues to deal
with. Despite Trump’s loss in November, it was presumed that
he would remain the face of the party with him even contemplating another run at the presidency in 2024. Republicans
had performed better than expected in down-ballot races and
Trump himself came very close to eking out another electoral
college victory. However, the storming of the Capitol changed
everything for the Republican party. Funding from big donors
dried up as many members of the Republican caucus chose
to vote against certifying Biden’s electoral victory just hours
after a violent mob threatened their lives. Trump, who had
weathered every political scandal thrown his way, became
toxic to much of the general public, leaving office with the
lowest approval ratings of his presidency. The cold war in the
Republican party between Trump loyalists and its establishment figures has blown up, with the party experiencing a civil
war over how closely they will align with the former President.

This is the state of play for both Democrats and Republicans.
Biden undoubtedly has a chance to transform the US for the
better, all the while cementing a Democratic majority for
years to come. However, should the Democrats fail to seize
the moment, they may hand the country right back into the
hands of the Republican party. In contrast, Republicans are
facing a reckoning that could condemn them to the political
wilderness for the next decade if they do not formulate a
strategy to deal with Trump’s lasting influence. The US is truly
at a turning point in its history, and both political parties will
need to confront the challenges facing them if they want to
secure power and guide the country through this moment of
crisis. The Biden era has begun, and we can expect it to be
one of the most pivotal in US history.
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I’m Alive!
Words by Sai Darbha

Surely I’m no expert at reading ECGs,
but I think I can hint at what the monitor shows:
the highs and the lows.
My heart suddenly leaps with joy it suddenly sinks with a panic attack.
How do I unravel the juxtaposition
of such excitement and terror?
Except by putting my hand on my heart
and taking comfort in the fact
that my heart is still beating...
And I am alive!

Art by Linda Chen
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Advice That Would Have Helped Me
in My First Year
Words by Andrea Dumancic
Beginning university is an exciting yet overwhelming time. The sooner you understand certain aspects of university life, the less stressed you will
feel. Here’s a list of all the things I wish I knew when
I started studying at Monash to help you feel more
prepared.

readings earlier gives you more time to prepare for
future weeks without falling behind and it gives you
more background knowledge when you walk into
your tutorials. You don’t need to read each text for
the semester before it begins, just get yourself into
a habit of organising your readings.

Take Orientation (O) week seriously

Referencing

I know that’s probably the last thing that a new
student wants to hear. Why start studying a week
earlier than semester starts? The answer is simple, it
actually will help you later on. When O-week starts,
your units for the semester are published on Moodle, which tends to include links to online lectures,
assignment dates and the almighty reading list.
When I was in my first-year I was extremely overwhelmed with the readings I needed to complete
for each unit on a weekly basis, as the learning
structure at university is different from learning at
high school. Over time, I realised that using that
one week before the semester starts can set you up
for success later in the semester. Completing your

The library website is the best tool to guide you
through referencing styles, especially when you
need to use more than one style for the first time.
Download the specific referencing guide you need,
print it out and have it beside you when writing
those first essays. When you do access a journal
article or a book through the library website you
can check how it is referenced in the specific style
that you need. However, always make sure to double-check the reference. Referencing is something
that isn’t usually taught in high school, since tests
and SACs are the main form of assessment. University courses include many essays, meaning you
will need to learn how to reference properly. Don’t

Art by Joshua Nai
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stress, over time you actually begin to memorise referencing rules!

you submit your draft, a Turnitin report will be created, however, this takes a while to generate. This
program checks your work to see if you have copied
anything without referencing it. If you have a high
similarity percentage this means you may have accidentally copied something online and you will need
to make some changes before you submit. However,
when you submit another draft for a second time it
will take longer, sometimes even 24 hours, to return
a percentage. This could mean trouble if your first
report was relatively high (generally the maximum
is 15%, but you should strive to be well below this
number). Therefore, try to give yourself enough time
in case you find yourself in this situation. Then, you
can at least see what your Turnitin percentage is before you make your final submission and begin your
weekend. It could save you from a lot of trouble once
your marks are released. You are able to see the
Turnitin report when you have uploaded a draft, so
don’t make the mistake of making a final submission
before seeing your Turnitin report in the draft mode,
otherwise you won’t be able to make any changes.

Books are available online and for borrowing
This may seem obvious but you don’t necessarily
need to buy all your books in the first week of semester, especially if you’re enrolling in an elective
that you aren’t sure you like yet. I remember buying
textbooks straight away before changing my mind
about electives and having to return them. Save
yourself the hassle and see if you like the unit first.
Most units provide reading lists with direct links to online journal articles and online book chapters, therefore, there will be times that you won’t even need to
buy the physical copy. Lastly, take advantage of the
library and borrow books, there are usually plenty to
go around and all you have to do is extend your loan
duration to keep it for the whole semester. If you do
purchase new books, be aware that most of the time
they are difficult to sell once the semester is over as
most people borrow from the library or units change
their set text, or are discontinued altogether.

University is for people of all ages

Be careful with electives

When I first started at Monash it took me some time
to get used to the people in my classes who were not
fresh out of high school like I was. In your tutorials
you will meet people who have transferred from other universities, who have just come back from a gap
year, people who have already completed another
university course, international students and those
who are coming back to university after starting
families. University is a diverse environment where
everybody is welcome to learn and strive to be their
best selves. So, a little warning, not everyone you
meet is going to be 18 and recently graduated from
high school and that’s alright, it allows you to meet
new people who have different experiences and interesting stories and wisdom to share.

Most courses at Monash have space for electives,
however I wish that I had been more careful with my
selections. Although it is fascinating to try new units
such as human rights and criminology, you need to
have an idea of your major and minor to ensure that
you have enough units to complete your course. If
you try too many electives you may find yourself
in the same position I was in, where you want to
change your minor but don’t have enough units left.
You can only erase electives from your course if you
revoke them, which means that you have completed and paid for a unit that will not count towards
your degree. Luckily, the team at the Arts Student
Services helped me find a way to change my minor
– you can visit them at Level 2, South Wing, Menzies Building, 20 Chancellors Walk, Clayton Campus if you are enrolled in an Arts degree and need
assistance with your course, or find your faculty’s
student services office on the Monash website. Also
note that most minors require you to complete firstyear units, hence keep that in mind if you don’t want
to have to redo first-year units in your second year.

Login hack
Lastly, this is something that a tutor shared in my
first year, and it’s something that will save you time
whenever you need to log into Moodle. You don’t
need to write your email address in the email address section of the login, just write your authentication code or authcate, for example, John Monash’s
email could be jmon0001@monash.edu and writing
jmon0001 in the box will log him into Moodle, without
having to constantly write out his whole email. This
will come in handy because you will be logging into
Moodle all the time!

Make time for Turnitin
There is plenty of stress and pressure when the time
comes to submit your first essays, where you might
be running behind and feel like you will finish only a
few minutes before the deadline or you’ll submit it
on the morning of the due date and not do any more
university work for the rest of the weekend. However, you shouldn’t forget about an important factor,
Turnitin, a plagiarism detection program which most
units use when assignments are submitted. When

Hopefully you find this is helpful as you start your
first year at university. Welcome to Monash and
good luck!
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Pop-Hiss
Words by Yanchao Huang, who is of Chinese descent and grew up in Southeast Asia
Content warning: childhood trauma, impending death of a loved one

“Is it wrong to wish for her to go?”

invited to birthday parties. If you asked any of
them, they would describe their relationship with
Teng Ye as “cordial”. And if you probed further, no
one felt they could get close to him. They thought
that he “tried too hard to be nice” and was “hard to
understand and befriend”. Whatever that meant.

Teng Ye stared into the sea as he swirled the beer
can in his hand. Not so much to create a layer of
foam on the top of the beer, but more to distract
himself from the emotional pain. The gyroscopic
motion of fluid in a can was Teng Ye’s fidget spinner.

The only person who understood and befriended
him was Wei Wen. Before the unlikely duo became
friends, Wei Wen was the class clown, almost the
direct opposite of Teng Ye. He had a hard time
passing, was a significant source of headaches
for his teachers, and definitely not good-looking.
He distracted everyone in class with his jokes and
pranks, and would talk to someone every few minutes. But he was present at almost every party and
every other student wanted to hang out with him
after school.

Wei Wen kept silent as the warm sea breeze blew
into their faces.
“You don’t have the answer either, right?” Teng Ye
continued.
Wei Wen nodded. “Yeah, sorry. I didn’t know what
to say.”
“It’s alright.”

So, teachers came up with a plan. They made
the best student in class, AKA Teng Ye, sit with the
worst student in class, AKA Wei Wen, and hoped
that the former would be a positive influence on
the latter. And they were right in ways that they
could not comprehend. Wei Wen’s grades went
up and he disrupted the class less often. Teng Ye
would be seen at birthday parties because word
was going around that Wei Wen might not appear
if Teng Ye wasn’t invited. Sometimes, they would be
seen having lunch together, out of earshot of anyone else, intensely discussing topics others could
only guess at.

It was just one of those things most people didn’t
know how to reply to. Teng Ye’s aunt was lying in
the hospital. The doctors said they were doing
their best and promised to make her last days as
comfortable as possible. As if all the needles and
tubes sticking out of her could be considered comfortable.
“So, the doctors want to remove the ventilator
tube, right?” Wei Wen asked.
“Yeah, she can’t stay on it for too long. It gave her
a lung infection. But if they take it off, she’ll have
troubles breathing normally… and might go…
anytime.” Teng Ye sighed. After all the precautions
that his aunt had taken to keep herself safe from
Covid-19, she had still been ironically placed on a
ventilator.

Many, teachers and schoolmates alike, were curious how these two became the best of friends.
They would ask either of them, but the reply would
be the same: “We just understand each other.” But
they never got anything more. Wei Wen mastered
the art of distraction and changing topics. Teng Ye
answered sensitive questions without actually answering them, like a shrewd businessman.

He went on to speak briefly on the discomforts she
was facing, and her very poor prognosis. He then
poured the rest of the beer into his mouth, pulling
his head backwards to try to get the remaining
droplets out of the can.

A wave broke against the shore with a loud slosh.
Wei Wen decided to break the silence.

“I see,” came the reply, and the two unlikely friends
continued their gaze out into the sea.

“Hey, I was thinking, is there anything you would
like to tell your aunt? Before she goes?”

Teng Ye was the rich kid in high school that everyone somewhat envied. He was good-looking, excellent grades, and well-loved by the teachers. None
of his classmates disliked him, but he was seldom

Teng Ye paused, caught off guard by Wei Wen’s
question. He was so busy feeling guilty about himself and his strained relationship with his aunt to
notice what really mattered to him, that his aunt
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surface became something like a triangle, then
a square, then a pentagon and so on. But as he
struggled with a hexagon, Teng Ye grabbed another can of beer. The latter leaned forward and
tucked the corner of his shirt under the can’s tab.
Pop-hiss.
Wei Wen knew exactly why he did that. It was to
help one’s fingers gain leverage so that they could
pull the tab more easily to break the airtight seal
of the can, and let the liquid out. But Teng Ye had
no motor issues with his fingers that stopped him
from opening the can the “normal way”, without
the shirt. In fact, he used the “normal way” in public. But he often used this “shirt” method in private
or in Wei Wen’s presence. That was because it was
the way his aunt taught four-year-old him how to
open cans by himself with his tiny fingers.
She also taught him much more. That he should be
independent and not rely on others’ help. Perhaps,
as Wei Wen had analysed, that was why Teng Ye
was “hard to understand and befriend”. As his parents worked long hours, trying to keep their family
business afloat, Teng Ye was often cared for by his
aunt. His parents obviously didn’t mind the childcare arrangement, preferring family over hiring a
nanny. Unmarried and having no children of her
own, Teng Ye was like her son. She had great, and
sometimes unrealistic, expectations for him. Made
him feel bad for not meeting them. Like when he
had to ask for help to open cans because he was
aged four.

was about to pass on. Yes, the love-hate relationship between them was intense and did not
change the fact that they did love each other.
He knew there was something inside him that he
wanted to tell her, but he wasn’t sure what.

Wei Wen, on the other hand, had a mother who
was a full-time housewife. But as much as she took
care of him and his younger sister, she was also
caretaker to his Parkinson’s-stricken grandmother.
It was a tough act juggling three dependents,
and young Wei Wen unfortunately learnt to be
mischievous just to get some attention from his
parents. And later, his teachers. Being the eldest
of the two children, he was made to feel bad for
not behaving himself. Perhaps that was why they
became the best of friends.

Frustrated, he tried to drink from his can, only to
be reminded that it was empty when only a simple
tiny drop of golden fluid came out. He instinctively
placed the can in the space between them. Seconds later, Wei Wen picked it up, crushed it under
his shoe, and prepared to toss it into the sea with
an overhead throw that they both knew too well.
The same way he used to do with soda cans when
they were much younger, the same way that he
threw erasers at their teachers while their backs
were turned as they scribbled on the whiteboard.

Teng Ye gulped the beer. He wanted to drown himself in the bitterness from the hops, using it as a
distraction from the emotional pain he was facing.
Alcohol was pretty much the only vice allowed in
his family, and one of the few things that gave him
a sense of comfort when things weren’t going well.
Alcohol was tolerated because businessmen often
drank during their business dealings. But the real
reason was that it was easier for his family members to drink than to face negative emotions like
guilt. The men in his family lived by the Chinese
saying, “Honourable men would rather bleed than
shed tears.” It was the very reason why Teng Ye
was drinking now, with his friend. And for the first
time since he heard news of her stroke – no, for
years in fact – Teng Ye finally, finally, broke his
emotional seal and shed tears.

But he stopped short. All because he spotted Teng
Ye’s glance from the corner of his eye. It was about
saving the turtles or dolphins whatever else that
was swimming in the sea. Hell, everyone knew it
was Teng Ye that stopped him from playing all
those stupid pranks on teachers many years back.
In fact, Teng Ye hadn’t cared when Wei Wen was
throwing pebbles a few moments earlier.
Teng Ye still did not answer Wei Wen’s question.
Wei Wen knew better than to push for one. He
didn’t need to see to know Teng Ye was thinking
hard. Wei Wen placed the crushed can on the
bench and emptied his own can of beer. He held
the alcohol in his mouth, swallowing it bit by bit.
He started pressing on the can so that the curved

“Wei Wen, I’m going to tell her I forgive her.”
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Art by Kat Kennedy

Our paths once intersected
We were companions
On the long road ahead
Driven by a shared destination
We marched in unison
Together we witnessed the beauty of this land
Climbed over the toughest hills
Shared the wild berries
And sat underneath the warm sun
Yet, it wasn’t always so joyful
Sometimes you would push me down in the trenches
Other times you would run miles ahead
Leaving me to fall behind
Maybe it was intentional
Maybe you didn’t know
But I learned how to ascend the toughest peaks
All on my own
Soon it became clear
Our roads were to diverge
You took a left, I took a right
Our journey together ended
We went our separate ways
Yet I still cherish those moments
Of stillness and beauty
18
When we once shared the same destination
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Stranger
on the
Road
Ahead
Words by Maya F
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The
TheHidden
HiddenRefugee
Refugee
Camps of Europe
Europe
Words by Lauren Paynter, Pivot

The European migrant crisis reached its peak in 2015,
with 1,015,078 people seeking refuge across the continent. Since then, the European Commission declared the
migration crisis to be over in 2019. The world largely forgot about the humanitarian crisis lingering on Europe’s
foreshores until the fire that ripped through the largest
refugee camp, Moria, on the Greek island of Lesbos on
8 September 2020. This horrific event has gained global
attention and reminded the world of the humanitarian disaster that remains.

capacity. Many refugees also face animosity from local
residents and tensions between migrants in the camp and
locals on the island of Moria have often resulted in confrontation.

Since 2015, Greece has called for greater support from
the European Union (EU) to manage migration flows. The
Dublin Regulation states that the member state where an
asylum seeker first entered the EU is responsible for examining that asylum seeker’s application and is therefore
responsible for that asylum seeker. As a result, the burden
of housing refugees has largely fallen on Greece, Spain,
Italy and Malta – common first-destination countries due
to their geography.
Life jackets left behind by migrants and refugees lay next
to broken boats on Lesbos. Image: Angelos Tzortzinis/AP
La « jungle » de Calais

French police have also recently dismantled a refugee
camp in the port city of Calais. For years, refugees had
gathered on the outskirts of the French city with the hopes
of reaching the United Kingdom. The camp has become
known as the ‘Calais Jungle’ (or la « jungle » de Calais
in French) as refugees were forced to move into the surrounding woods as officials closed down the camp. The
camp reached its peak in 2015, housing approximately
10,000 refugees, with the majority of displaced people
originating from Afghanistan and the African Horn countries such as Eritrea and Ethiopia, and Sudan.

Burned remains of the Moria refugee camp. Image: New
York Times

Despite the substantial number of asylum seekers still
languishing in refugee camps, Europe is suffering from
‘migrant fatigue’ as governments are unwilling or unable
to provide assistance, and refugees in Europe have been
largely forgotten. However, in response to the widespread
attention of the fire in Greece, Germany announced it
would accept more than 1,500 refugees from LWesbos.
Other European nations followed suit, accepting only a
small number of unaccompanied minors, a mere drop in
the bucket for the thousands of asylum seekers that remain stranded in refugee camps across Europe.

Migrant camps have existed in Calais for over 20 years,
with refugees holding hopes of reaching the United Kingdom. Each year, several thousand individuals attempt the
perilous crossing in overloaded rubber dinghies. People
smugglers prey on the vulnerable, roaming through the
refugee camp to facilitate the movement of asylum seekers across the English Channel, one of the busiest shipping lanes in the world. Previous closures of the camp in
Calais have resulted in other camps emerging in nearby
areas or refugees ending up on the streets. The closure
of the Calais jungle in 2017 has since led to the majority of the refugees sleeping on the streets. As the French
government announced that the 700 evacuated migrants
would be transferred to reception centres for asylum
seekers throughout the country, time will tell whether they
will actually be resettled or merely shift the problem for
another day.

The fire on Lesbos exposed the forgotten reality faced
by many asylum seekers throughout Europe. The island
of Lesbos is seen as an idyllic paradise, yet refugees live
in starkly contrasting conditions. The Moria camp was
home to 12,600 migrants, holding more than four times its
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A child wanders through the destroyed Calais camp. Image: Caroline Gregory/ The
Guardian

So what is Europe doing?
Europe has primarily focussed on stopping the flow of refugees arriving on the continent. The European Commission announced that one of its key priorities was working
with Morocco to implement a €140 million border control programme. This follows the
2016 agreement between the EU and Turkey, where Turkey was to stop arrivals in the
bloc in exchange for benefits such as funds allocated to the handling of the millions
of the refugees it hosts. The EU has also focused on training the Libyan coastguard
to intercept migrants and return them to the war-torn African country where they are
placed in detention centres. This saw the number of asylum seekers arriving in Italy
fall by 70 per cent, and while these policies may prevent thousands of refugees from
making the perilous journey to Europe, they do not solve the perilous conditions that
these refugees are fleeing.
Such policies have been criticised by the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights as
being “inhuman”. The EU is reluctant to introduce plans to relocate asylum seekers
as such policies would challenge the Dublin Regulation. As such, the EU has sought
to find other solutions to the migrant crisis. The creation of a €3.9 billion fund to establish border-management projects and economic development in 27 African states
is one such policy developed by the EU. However, it does not solve the issues at the
heart of the migrant crisis; drought, war, famine, authoritarian regimes, to name a
few.
It is apparent in current EU policies that there is a lack of political will to resolve the
migrant crisis. Coordinated action is required to solve this great humanitarian disaster, as without it, asylum seekers scattered across Europe will continue to languish in
inhumane refugee camps.
This piece was originally published by Pivot. Read more at: pivot.mias.org.au
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Malleable
Words by Tiana Sixsmith

The door is marked with a well-worn indent where
once a brass knocker had existed. It is painted a
faded red that may once have been beautiful if
the weather hadn’t been so abusive. The bricked
and boarded houses all look the same, standing
side by side with their interwoven gardens and
picket fences reminiscent of a blissful suburbia.
Residential, conventional, unremarkable. Curtains
shift, parochial attitudes drip from windowpanes.
Shifting eyes are marking your movements, journaling your movements. The weight of insular views
is crushing. You adjust your top.
When the door opens on the home marked with
the number 14, two hands reach out to embrace
you and pull you inside.
Paintings on every wall, classic and modern. Realist and impressionist. Abstract and surreal. They
change when you stare at them too long, your
mind unable to decide which art style is the most
impressive to the audience. If they are wearing
denim and cotton shirts, you will discuss Monet
and Picasso and Kahlo. If they wear corduroy and
silver-framed glasses, you will consider Matisse
and Malevich and Duchamp. Construct, compose, configurate.
As you move down the hallway, you note that
the sneakers you arrived in have been replaced
by carob-coloured boots with a pointed toe. Your
denim has been swapped for wool blend trousers
and your shirt is now buttoned up and tucked
into your waistband. Gentrified, you emerge to
face your latest conquest. Suburbia is no longer
suburbia but rather a cocktail party and you are
an esteemed guest. Lawyer, accountant, board
director, chief executive officer. You will ask about
pinot noir and sangiovese, Tahiti and Bora Bora,
taxation and tax havens. An award you won
during your university years coaxes itself to the
edge of your tongue, and you ponder whether
to let it fall, to tumble forward and grasp your
career in its fists.
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Waltzing away, the stench of ostentatious dialogue wafting from your skin like a perfume, you
find yourself at a new door. White oak, clean,
slightly ajar. As you push through it, the boots on
your feet are now crystalline heels and a dress
the colour of milk falls from your hips and caresses the floor. Someone touches your shoulder with
the tips of their fingers, gently brushing against
your skin. It is a loving touch, and a giggle erupts
from your lips. A shiny rock weighs down your
finger, and the body you hoped would never
be attached to any individual shivers and falls
against the force of expectational love. Someone
laughs, notes how they never expected you to tie
yourself down. You were always such a feminist,
they say.
A voice, hardened and opinionated, tells you that
they dislike science fiction. You move Vonnegut
and Atwood into an untouched crevice on your
bookshelf. That same voice whispers against skin,
pressing familiar hands against the expanse of
your hips and murmuring words that sound like
what love is meant to be. It’s February, warm and
sultry, sweat pressing cotton against dampening
legs. A voice says that maybe you wouldn’t sweat
quite so much if you would just use those Pilates
vouchers I bought you. That same voice, like honey against your collarbone, telling you just how
beautiful you are in the lamplight.
Emotionally mercantile, slipping into an environment with the ease of a chameleon. In your hands
rests the remnants of authenticity and vulnerability, neglected, an ever-changing yet static condition of personality. You rest in an armchair, wine
in your hand and scuffed Doc Martens on your
feet. Through the air cuts conversation, light and
clever. Intelligent, unmarred by your illegitimacy.
You ask about Monet’s ‘Woman with a Parasol’.
You googled it once.

ArtKat
by Kat
Kennedy
Art by
by
Kat
Kennedy
Art
Kennedy
Art
Kat
Kennedy
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MSA Cultural
Festival - Week 7
Words by Lily Van Berkel

Has COVID ruined your travel plans? Are the croissants from your local bakery not measuring up to the ones you envisioned yourself eating under the
lights of the Eiffel Tower? Are the dumplings from your local restaurant not
hitting as good as those you dreamed of enjoying in the bustling streets of
China? Or is the sushi from campus not quite matching up to the fresh salmon you were supposed to enjoy in Japan?
Well… have MSA got the fix for you! Forget hoping to re-embark on your
postponed travel plans, waiting aimlessly for Jetstar to confirm your flight,
or paying ridiculous money to buy fresh salmon in a hopeless attempt to
recreate sashimi – MSA’s Cultural Food Fair is bringing the world to you!  
With the biggest Cultural Food Fair in Monash History on the horizon, MSA
has planned a game changing week-long fiesta. Don’t miss out on the most
iconic day in history, your Week 7 will be packed to the brim with exquisite
foods, vibrant culture and a money-back guarantee for a fun time. With the
promise of a plethora of cultures to immerse yourself in and the allure of every university student’s favourite word ‘free food,’ what’s not to love?
Building on from previous years, we are offering you the chance to explore
more cultures than ever before, with additional entertainment also guaranteed throughout the week. The event will be accessible for everyone and anyone, with an assurance that COVID-Safe measures are followed so you can
enjoy your food with peace of mind. Additionally, there will be a range of
entertainment throughout the week guaranteed to cure the in-between class
boredom. Spanning over a week and boasting food from all corners of the
world, this cultural fest is guaranteed to provide food which suits your taste
buds.  
For new students and returning ones alike, this event is one you can’t miss.
Your Contiki tour of the Greek Islands can wait, come join us in Week 7 and
enjoy the wonders that the MSA Cultural Food Festival has on offer!
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Art by Monica Chan
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MSA Clubs & Societies:
Welcome to Monash University
Words by Francesco Barrese – President, C&S
Harrini Ratnanesan – Vice President, C&S

B

3.
provide administrative and financial assistance that empowers club committees to overcome hurdles related to financing and coordinating their initiatives;

oasting over 100+ clubs and societies
at Clayton alone, we’ve got something
to cater to every student across different
faculties, cultures, special interests and
more. Our community is run by students,
for students, who work hard to produce a
calendar of amazing academic and social
event offerings – from camps to conferences, competitions to productions. By
joining a club or society, you’ll be opening
the door to endless possibilities, adventures and life long friendships – ultimately
enhancing your University experience at
Monash.

4.
represent their interests to the
highest level of University management.
Beyond this, the Executive is determined
to recognize the efforts of club leaders
through events such as:
- Student Leadership Retreat; which bolsters the personal growth and development of club office bearers whilst fostering
interconnectedness and ideas sharing.
- C&S Awards Night: which celebrates club
leaders by shining a light on their immense
impact, and provides the chance for them
to socialise, network and have fun.
- Club Appreciation Events: which reinvests in club leaders who volunteer their
time to serve their communities and enrich
the experience of the student body.

Beyond signing up to become a member,
taking the next step and running to be a
part of a club committee only multiplies
the benefits gained. As a member of a
club’s executive committee, not only will
you reap more rewarding experiences and
grow your networks, you’ll also acquire
and develop highly sought after skills in
event planning, public speaking, leadership, experience in governance and financial management!

As was once so eloquently stated by a
C&S Executive member; clubs can be likened to putting icing on cupcakes – icing
makes cupcakes tastier and much in the
same way clubs are the icing on the cupcake that is your time at Monash, guaranteed to elevate your Uni experience to the
next level.

At the helm of the C&S Division is the 9-student C&S Executive whose aim of overseeing and facilitating this club community
are supported by staff consisting of a Coordinator, a Support Officer, an Administrative Officer and a Finance Officer. Together, the Division aims to:

There’s no better way to kickstart your
2021 Uni experience than signing up to a
club, and this year here at C&S we’re determined to make sure that the club experience is bigger, better and bolder than it
ever has been before – so make sure you
check out what’s on offer at the O-Fest
website and don’t hesitate to contact us
at with any and all questions you might
have!

1.
extend the benefits offered by
clubs to a greater number of students by
equipping clubs with the resources, connections and advice to host and improve
events;
2.
facilitate an active and vibrant
club presence on campus through social
media promotion and pooling the resources of clubs and MSA Departments;
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ACYA
ALP (Labor) Club

AIESEC
AIESEC is one of the world’s largest
youth-run, not-for-profit organisations
aiming to develop youth leadership
through cross-cultural understanding.
Responding to the COVID-19 pandemic,
AIESEC in Monash presents the Youth
Leadership Experience Program, which
consists of:
Youth Academy: Upskilling workshops
that help youth develop self-leadership
and transferable soft skills.
Youth United: Projects that align
with the United Nations’ Sustainable
Development Goals, aiming to promote
cross-cultural
understanding
and
connect Australian youth to solve
global issues.
Youth To Business: Professional
platforms to network and learn from
senior leaders across various industries.
Why should you join us?
- Professional development: Connect
with industry leaders to develop your
employability skills and expand your
professional network.
- Practical learnings & social impacts:
Gain hands-on experience by applying
your learnings to real-world issues and
creating changes.
- Supportive community: Grow with a
diverse community of passionate, likeminded young people all over Australia.
Join the program now at:
https://aiesecaustralia.org/ylxsignup

The Monash ALP (Labor) Club is a club
that is founded on progressive politics.
We engage in activism on social issues
including climate change, asylum
seekers and youth employment, among
other issues that impact students and
the broader community.
Throughout the year, we host a variety
of events – such as social events,
campaigns, and educational forums
– which provide our members with
the opportunity to meet like-minded
students, as well as current ALP
candidates and members.
If you’re interested in the Australian
Labor Party, progressive politics, or
are keen to know more, then join the
Monash ALP Club!

Amnesty
Amnesty Monash exists to facilitate
discussion around human rights at
Australia’s largest university. We are
part of a global movement committed
to defending those who are denied
justice or freedom. We aim to educate
and inspire students to engage in
important social issues.
Amnesty Monash is aligned with the
broader goals of Amnesty International
and tries to raise awareness about
domestic and global human rights
issues, such as the treatment of
refugees, social justice, and gender
equality. We will be hosting a variety
of events this year, including social
picnics, guest speakers from various
fields of human rights activism, and
providing volunteering opportunities
to our members where they can get
involved in the local community.
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The Australia-China Youth Association
(ACYA) at Monash is an NGO that
aims to break down barriers between
nations and borders in our pursuit to
act as a facilitator for cross-cultural
understanding.
We accomplish this via our three pillars:
People-to-People (P2P), Careers and
Education. These three branches also
represent our club’s all-encompassing
stature, in that we seek to cater for each
segment within the typical “student
life” – social interactions, professional
development and academic growth.
Whilst our club is indeed centric upon
the duality that is the Australia-China
landscape, we are not exclusive in
this nature. We promote all those with
interest in this space to join us, to create
an even more cultured climate within
our community from the students of
today, for the students of tomorrow.

BCSS
Calling all Lot’s Wife Readers! The
Monash Business and Commerce Student Society (BCSS) is a premier, student-led society committed to assisting
students in their transition to University
through providing both social and professional development opportunities for
our members.
We run a plethora of diverse social
events, from our popular first year
camp to the highly anticipated annual
Commerce Ball. On top of this, our career advancement opportunities span
from Corporate Cocktail events to our
annually published careers guide. Look
out for our popular event ‘The Art of Networking’, one of the best opportunities
out there to connect with industry leaders. At BCSS we believe that all students
should feel comfortable in making the
transition to life after school and we are
here to be that stepping-stone to help
pave the way. Look us up on all your
favourite social media and become a
BCSS member today!
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Clubs & Societies
Christian Union

CSA

Jesus: Are you committed? Curious?
Sceptical? Want to know more?

Are you a true crime junkie? Have
a bit of an obsession with all things
Serial and Casefile? Or maybe you
want to learn a little bit more about
human behaviour, and why some
people become criminals? Then the
Criminology Student Association is the
club for you!

At Christian Union, we’re all about
Jesus and people. He came to seek
and save everyone, including you! We
are not affiliated with any particular
church or branch of Christianity and
everyone is welcome!
We believe the Bible is the key to
getting to know God. We run Christian
ministry training courses on Tuesday
nights, and run small group Bible
studies throughout the week. We also
hang out together at social events.
Whether you’re a Christian, or just
have questions about Jesus and what
he means for your life, Christian Union
is a place you can come to grow your
relationship with God through studying
scripture and fellowship with other
students. We’re also always up for a
board game!

CCA
Combining IT and Commerce, the
Computing and Commerce Association
(CCA) is the only organization of its
kind in Victoria, bringing together
students across both faculties since its
inception in 2000. Now with over 1100
active members, CCA aims to ‘foster a
link between the professionals of today
and the professionals of tomorrow’
through offering unique events and
opportunities for students to connect
with industry representatives. With
a dedicated team, their carefully
curated publications aim to keep
students engaged and informed about
exciting new developments in industry
trends, such as fintech or career
insights. Guided by their core values
of community, career development and
awareness, CCA is supporting a wellconnected community with valuable
enterprise skills and highly regarded
experiences.

Established in 2019, the Criminology
Student Association is a student led
club, that aims to bring students
together who have an interest
in learning more about crime –
specifically, why crimes are committed,
and how we can go about addressing
it. We do this by running a whole bunch
of academic events – such as career
seminars and academic developmentbased lecturers – so our members can
have a true holistic view of the study of
Criminology… and we also like to run a
lot of fun, social events too!
We look forward to seeing you join our
club!

ESSA
The Economics Student Society of
Australia was founded at Monash in
2013. It is now the largest economics
society of its kind in Australia, spanning
across
Melbourne
and
Monash
universities. We constantly strive to
push the boundaries on what a student
society can achieve – to engage with
members, to give them a voice, and
to connect students, professionals,
and academics. ESSA strives to be the
point of difference in your University
experience through uniting theory and
reality. We innovatively connect likeminded students together to ignite a
passionate economics community that
is more informed, engaged and aware
of the breadth of opportunities and
unique multidisciplinary relevance of
economics. We are passionate about
economics, and we look forward to
sharing that passion with you!
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EWB
At Engineers Without Borders (EWB)
Monash, our mission is to raise awareness of humanitarian engineering, and
advance the social and humanitarian
principles we believe should be at the
centre of the modern engineering industry. To this end, we run a variety of
events and workshops designed to educate our members about humanitarian design and how to use engineering
to make a real difference in the world.
Some of our events include our Appropriate Technology workshops, the Ideathon, and Trivia Night.
Opportunities to get involved:
- School Outreach: High school workshops run by volunteer members which
teach students about challenges faced
by developing communities with handson activities.
- Appropriate Technology: Workshops
that give you an opportunity to learn
more about humanitarian engineering
and its design principles.
- EWB Ideathon: An intensive hackathon
challenging its participants to apply
humanitarian design to real life scenarios and problems.
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FEM
Female Engineers at Monash (FEM) is a
student-run club which aims to promote
gender diversity in engineering, with
a focus on empowering those who
identify as, or with women. Individuals
from all courses and of all genders are
welcome on board!

FASA
The Fantasy and Sci-fi Association is
basically the fandom club of the Uni.
Whether you’re a sherlockian, whovian,
hunter, pirate or warlock we welcome
and celebrate any and all fandoms.
Why so serious? FASA runs weekly hourlong meetings where you can meet
with like-minded people and play nerd
centric games, all whilst escaping from
the Uni pain. After all it’s only a flesh
wound.
Whether
it
be
telestrations,
scattergories, celebrity name game or
werewolf our activities will always be
fun. Simply speak friend and enter, it’s
as easy as that. I am Groot.
So, grab your Fez, ignite your
lightsaber, cast your spells, hold on to
your butts and set your phasers to stun.
Think you know FASA? You know nothing
Jon Snow…
This… is… FASA!

We run a variety of social, industry and
academic events which provide the
perfect opportunity to form valuable
networks and skills. Some exciting
events to look forward to during the
year include Bar Night, Cocktail
Night, Trivia Night, Skills Workshops
(power tools, artificial intelligence,
networking & more), and of course our
Annual Industry Guide Launch, where
our award-winning Industry Guide
is presented, along with networking
opportunities you wouldn’t want to miss
out on.
We look forward to seeing you at
both our online and in-person events
throughout this year!

Labor Unity Club
The Monash Labor Unity Club is a new
club created by passionate, progressive
students at Monash University. We
coordinate several events, initiatives
and campaigns on campus that
facilitate student involvement in the
Australian Labor Party.
Our club was established to encourage
student contributions to the bold,
innovative and pragmatic ideas that
should form the policy foundations for
Labor campaigns and governments.
Check out and consider contributing
to our new publication ‘Consequences’.
We have also just founded a publication
called ‘Consequences’ which will
enable students to argue and articulate
their views on the political debates that
define Victoria and Australia.
We encourage students who may
have struggled to find a political home
at Monash to join our club and get
involved!

KASA
Are you interested in Korean culture?
Then the Korean Appreciation Student
Association is for you! At KASA, we
celebrate all aspects of both traditional
and popular Korean culture (music,
dance, dramas, food and more). We
accept all members, regardless of
whether you are Korean, can speak
Korean, have a long-term interest, or
just want to know more. We provide
a fun and safe space to discuss your
favourite topics about Korea and our
events are a great place to make new
friends with common interests!
We have many exciting events planned
out for this semester to introduce and
promote various aspects of Korean
culture, and we can’t wait to see you all
in person!
Make sure to follow our social media to
learn more and to keep up with all our
events!
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Law Students’ Society (LSS)
The Monash Law Students’ Society
is the oldest and largest society at
Monash. With offices at the Clayton
and City Campuses, the LSS is committed to making the long drag of law
school more accessible, interesting
and fun! We have a range of fantastic
social and professional events that run
throughout the academic year, so keep
your eyes on our Facebook and our
website (monashlss.com) for updates!
First Years should be especially excited for a range of fun, exclusive events,
including First Year Dinner and a First
Year Camp, which offer great ways to
meet your cohort after a year spent in
isolation!
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Clubs & Societies
MASS
LingSoc
Hi! We’re LingSoc, the Ling[uistics]
Soc[iety], a small but perfectly formed
faculty and interest club offering a
variety of academic and social events
throughout each semester.
Q. Do I have to speak lots of languages
to join?
A. No. Linguistics is about various
concepts around language in general,
not about being able to speak lots of
languages. Being able to speak lots of
languages is all right, too.
Q. Do I have to be a linguistics student?
A. No. LingSoc is for everyone with an
interest in language. You might be a
linguistics student, a language student,
an education student, or someone
from any other faculty who thinks it’s
interesting that people can talk.
Q. Is it a geeky club or a drinking club?
A. No comment. There’s often pizza,
though.

The Monash Actuarial Students Society
(MASS) was established in May 2010
as Monash University’s official student
society for members undertaking
actuarial studies. The society is
supported by the Monash Department
of Econometrics and Business Statistics
and is affiliated with the Monash
Student Association.
MASS is made up of over two hundred
Monash University students. While we
cater to the needs of students focusing
on actuarial science, all members of
the Monash community are welcome.
Most of our members major in Actuarial
Science, but you will also find that
many study a double degree. We aim
to support our members and offer an
opportunity for members to create
meaningful relationships with each
other through our social events, whilst
also providing connections with our
sponsors through the professional
events we run. Therefore, by having
such a diverse cohort, MASS offers a
range of social and personal networking
opportunities for all members.

MASA
Monash
Accounting
Students’
Association (MASA) is a not-for-profit,
student-run organisation which strives
to bridge the gap between tertiary
students and corporate firms. We aim
to foster an environment of support
for all our members, and assist in their
personal and professional development,
whilst providing ample opportunities to
network with industry professionals.
Our club is tailored to ALL university
students,
regardless
of
your
background, degree, or year level
— you don’t have to be studying
accounting to join us! With access to
a plethora of networking opportunities
with other like-minded members and
sponsors and the latest news on
recruitment opportunities via our online
platforms, what are you waiting for?
If you ever want to reach out
and connect, don’t be afraid to
approach us on campus or through
our social media channels at @
MonashAccountingStudentsAssociation
on Facebook, @monashmasa on
Instagram, or @MASA on Instagram!
We look forward to seeing you soon.

MAC
Monash Association of Coding (MAC)
is a coding club with an aim to add
value by fostering a programming
culture that drives innovation and
collaboration. We focus on technical
skills and deliver practical workshops
to prepare students for industry. Last
year, we had workshops covering
technologies such as Python, Git and
DevOps. This year, we will be running
more technical and career-focused
workshops, as well as our inaugural
Hack Sprint.
This club initially started as a group of
friends from different year levels and
backgrounds teaching each other how
to solve programming problems. Our
founding story is a testament to our
belief that anyone can code, and we
now extend this invitation to you – come
share and learn with us!
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Monash Association of
Debaters
Want to improve your debating or
public speaking skills? At MAD, we run
weekly sessions where you will improve
these skills while meeting a vast network
of new friends and mentors from all
faculties, ready to help you navigate
university. There are also numerous
tournaments throughout the year,
including many opportunities to debate
both nationally and internationally
available to all members of the club.

MAFS
Monash African Society (MAFS) is a
vibrant and inclusive club aimed at
connecting Monash students who are
of African descent or are interested in
learning more about African culture.
We have organised many successful
events and as a result, we now possess
an annual membership recruitment rate
of 200+ students and a social media
presence that consistently engages
with 750+ followers.
Some of our previous events include,
Afro Ball, Social group game nights
like Jeopardy, Painting classes and
ongoing Let’s Talk discussions. In
2020, we adapted to the pandemic by
organising several online events such
as games night on zoom and with
things gradually opening back up,
we aim to host more in-person events.
Our membership currently costs $5
without MSA but free with the MSA card.
Interested individuals can sign up via
the MSA portal or in person at Several
stalls we hope to organise during the
semester.
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Monash Creative Writers

Monash Biomed Society
The Monash Biomed Society aims to
enhance the university experience
of Biomedical Science students,
through facilitating lifelong friendships
and providing industry networking
opportunities. By providing valuable
experiences and resources for students,
the Monash Biomed Society makes the
transition into university life as smooth
and effortless as possible.
Providing students with opportunities
and insight through information
seminars and networking events with
industry professionals, the Monash
Biomed Society aims to deliver all you
need to know about the Biomedical
Science course and potential postgraduate opportunities.
Additionally, Monash Biomed Society
fosters social interactions by providing
an array of accessible and inclusive
social events. The variety of social
events range from local nights out to
award-winning balls, with a range of inperson and online events on offer.

If you’re a writer of any kind, Monash
Creative Writers is the club for you!
Short stories, fanfic, comics, epic 2000line poems: we’re just a welcoming
community of writers that wants to
read your stuff and support you! Come
to our weekly meetings to get feedback
on your work and learn about writing;
previously we’ve had presentations on
character creation, getting published,
vampires in literature, and more. No
stress if you prefer not to share your
writing: feel free to come along and just
chill.
We periodically publish an anthology,
Incisors & Grinders, so watch out for
our next call for submissions! We also
share resources to help you publish
your pieces elsewhere. Our other events
include: poetry/performance nights,
trivia nights, Write Day, and writing
retreats. Come along, meet your fellow
writers, and make some great friends!

MEGA
Monash Electronic Gaming Association
(MEGA) is a diverse esports club and
gaming community. Our aim is to
enhance your university experience by
providing a platform for students and
staff to share their common passion for
esports and gaming in an engaging,
positive, and friendly environment.
Whether you are interested in our
frequent social gatherings, competitive
events, or simply want to make and play
with new friends – we have something
for you at MEGA.
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MEPPS
The
Monash
Engineering
and
Pharmaceutical
Science
Society
(MEPSS) provides academic, industry
and social support to students at both
the Clayton and Parkville campuses
to enable students to thrive in their
studies. We do this through regular
pizza mentoring lunches, social events,
industry and alumni engagement nights
and other academic initiatives. Our aim
is to foster professional relationships
between students, alumni, the faculty
and industry.

MESS
The Monash Engineering Students’
Society, better known as ‘MESS’, is a
student society run by Engineering
students, for Engineering students.
We seek to enrich the educational
and social experience of Monash
students through engaging events and
opportunities. Enjoy an epic night out
at our famous Cocktail Night at Crown
Casino or expand your professional
network with our Industry events. Need
some extra motivation to get through
those assignments? Come along to our
regular in semester study sessions! We
truly have something for everyone. If
you’d like more information on MESS
and how you can join us as a member,
head to https://www.mess.org.au/.
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MEES
At
the
Monash
Environmental
Engineering Society (MEES), we seek
to enhance the skills and employability
of our members and establish a
network that begins with students,
forging professional partnerships with
industry. We aim to achieve this by
developing a culture of engagement
that encompasses students across all
levels of study.
MEES promotes interaction between
our members, professionals, alumni,
and students both within Monash and
externally. We aim to facilitate this
engagement through a combination
of social, academic, and industry
initiatives. Communication flows among
members and alumni are fostered
through internal communications and
knowledge-sharing on social-media
forums.
You can keep up with our events:
- Facebook:https://www.facebook.com/
monashenvironmentalengineeringsocie
ty/
- Instagram: https://www.instagram.
com/mees_monashuni/
If you have any questions about MEES,
or would like to get involved with us
please free to contact us: MEES@
monashclubs.org

MIAS
Monash International Affairs Society
(MIAS) aims to ‘Inspire Future Leaders’
for those who are passionate about
international affairs. This is facilitated
through our three core pillars of
Academics, Socials, and Model United
Nations. Academically, our club gives
our members an enriched opportunity
to develop relations with leaders in
diplomacy and individuals working in
international affairs, such as hosting
roundtables with Ambassadors & High
Commissioners. In 2021, MIAS’ social
events will allow members to meet
like-minded people online and inperson with planned events like games
nights and Coffee & Chills. MIAS’
MUN program gives members many
opportunities to develop their skills,
running our own annual 2-day MUN
conference MUNash. Which in 2020,
an online MUNash hosted distinguished
speakers such as the former PM Kevin
Rudd. We aim to be a club that can
ultimately enhance your university
experience through social experiences,
whilst building upon your academic
interests and abilities!

MMSS

MHSS
Monash Hellenic Student Society is a
student operated cultural club that
strives to promote Hellenic (Greek &
Cypriot) culture within the university
community. We run events that strive
to encompass Greek culture, traditions
and hospitality, including our annual
Tavern night, Souvlaki days and conversation club! We are closely affiliated with NUGAS (the National Union of
Greek Australian Students) which provides members the opportunity to interact with numerous other university-run
Greek societies. Ultimately our goal is
to share our love and passion of Greek
customs and traditions. Whether you’re
Greek-born, have Greek heritage, or
simply are interested in engaging in
university cultural events, we highly
encourage you to join our club or just
come and say hi!

Celebrating our 50th anniversary, the
Monash Marketing Students’ Society
(MMSS) is one of the largest student-run
societies on campus. Renowned for hosting
some of the biggest and best events, we’re
committed to creating an enjoyable and
memorable uni experience beyond the
classroom, just for you! Whether you’re
looking to sharpen your professional skills
or wanting to find some life long friends,
there’s room for everyone in our purple
family. Coming up early this semester:
- Corporate Cocktails, Tuesday 16th March
(Week 3)
- White Night, Thursday 25th March (Week
4)
- Clayton OGM (Week 5) – catch up with
the MMSS or better yet, join the team for
great chats and free food! For more details
on upcoming events and updates on
everything MMSS, check us out on social,
or join the MMSS Community Discord!
We’re excited for a brilliant year and look
forward to seeing you all soon!
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Monash Medieval
Monash Medieval is a special interest
club focusing on medieval reenactment, which includes everything
from medieval style fighting to activities
such as sewing, embroidery, calligraphy
and leatherworking. The club is
affiliated with a worldwide medieval reenactment group known as the Society
for Creative Anachronism. We have
events, including overnight camping
events, where we dress up in medieval
clothing, eat medieval food and watch
or participate in tournaments, including
archery. If you are at all interested
in medieval times, fighting in armour,
sewing or other medieval skills, this is
the club for you!
Check out our website https://
stmonica.lochac.sca.org/
and
our
Facebook group https://www.facebook.
com/groups/246223282137955/
or
our Discord server https://discord.gg/
gBTsBn6 for more information, including
meeting times and when the next events
are!
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MNDS
The Monash Nutrition and Dietetics
Society is committed to connecting
members with the wonderful world
of nutrition and dietetics, with an
emphasis on promoting opportunities
to socialise, network, volunteer and
work with other food-loving folk.
We aim to foster friendships and
relationships between all year levels of
nutrition students, as well as with other
lovers of food, health and nutrition.

Monash Music Students’
Society
The Monash Music Students’ Society is
a club established by students at the
university’s music faculty, primarily
aimed at enhancing cohesion amongst
students, facilitating communication
between staff and students, providing
academic and study support, and
holding social events both in and
outside of the university.
After a year of planning, MMSS was
officially inaugurated in May 2015 and,
in just a few short months, has over 150
members. Now the Monash MSS has
expanded to over 250 members.
MMSS has a very exciting year ahead!
Upcoming events include tutorials
for first year music subjects (Theory
and Aural for both jazz and classical
streams), mental health seminars, a
BBQ, bake sales, formal and pub crawl
to just name a few.
If this sounds your cup of tea please
check out our website https://www.
monashmss.com/ keep up to date with
MSS events, tutorials and resources!

Our society aims to share our
knowledge of healthy food choices
between members, promote a healthy
diet and lifestyle, as well as appreciate
and enjoy a diverse range of nutritious
foods.
We hold several events throughout the
year, from great social events including
our annual cocktail ball, to professional
development and networking seminars
to help you excel in the nutrition world.

Monash Shakespeare
Company
Love performing? Love literature? Love
watching ‘She’s the Man’ and feeling
superior because it is “based on
Shakespeare, actually, did you know?”
Part of Monash’s culture of student
theatre since 1979, the Monash
Shakespeare Company produces plays,
supports developments, and finds
new and exciting ways to engage with
Shakespeare and his contemporaries.
We are over canons, black boxes, and
old marble statues of white dudes – it is
time to be bold, be creative, and make
old Will turn in his grave, because did
you hear? Shakespeare’s dead, and we
are gonna kill him.
You in?
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MVS
Monash Vegan Society (MVS) strives
to promote a plant-based lifestyle
to students and staff at Monash
through education, community and,
importantly, the sharing of food.
We hope to provide a supportive
community for everyone (vegan or
otherwise) to explore a plant-based
lifestyle. We are a valuable source of
information and expertise for those
wishing to decrease their consumption
of meat and other animal products.
We hold regular events, virtual and inperson, throughout semester, most of
which are free for our members. These
events include food-based events, film
screenings, guest speakers and field
trips to place like Edgar’s Mission.
Whether you are a vegan, vegetarian,
flexitarian or anywhere in-between
MVS welcomes you. You can find
us on campus or on Facebook (@
monashvegansociety), Instagram (@
monashvegansociety).

MUGS
The Monash Uni Greens Society
(MUGS) is a hub for anyone passionate
about environmental and social justice
issues, and for people who want to be
involved in their local community.
MUGS will hold regular events this year
both in-person and online, with events
such as a Scotchman’s Creek cleanup, trivia nights and parliamentary
tours all in the works. MUGS will also be
hosting a Q&A with guest speakers from
the Greens with dates to be announced
soon!
Email MUGS at greens@monashclubs.
org or visit them on Facebook for any
questions and to keep up to date with
future events.
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MUIS
Monash University Islamic Society
(MUIS) represents and supports the
needs of muslim students on campus.
We organise regular social and
spiritual events throughout the year,
which include: BBQs, Iftars (meals to
breakfast), halaqahs (study circles) and
much more! These events may provide a
significant platform for networking and
expanding our knowledge about Islam.
We also manage the prayer facilities
in the religious centre and endeavour
to assist you with any religious or
academic enquiries.

Monash Italian
Ciao, amici!
The Monash University Italian Club
would like to welcome you into the new
semester with lots of baci, abbracci
and food. The home of all things Italian
at Monash, we run a full calendar of
events to connect any and all Monash
students with an interest in Italian food,
culture, and language.
Join us for our Parliamo culture
chats, our brand-new conversation
club, a series of collab events with
your favourite Euro clubs and MSA
departments, and of course our muchanticipated Italian Ball. The first 200
members to sign up will also receive
a free goodie bag, featuring Italian
snacks, discount vouchers and more!
Come and find us on Facebook and
Instagram @monashitalian – we can’t
wait to meet you and hope to see you
at our upcoming events!
Tanti baci xx

MUMSU
Monash University Malaysian Students’
Union (MUMSU) is a club that is always
prepared to welcome Malaysian
students into Melbourne. We know
that the decision to leave home is a
tough one and may initially lead to
feeling homesick. That is why it is our
mission to strive to provide for our
fellow Malaysian students for them
to settle in comfortably here as they
are in a foreign country, away from
their families. It is also vital to us in
maintaining a sense of family within
our committee and with our members.
We believe that seeking comfort and
warmth of a family through a club is
important as we aim to create a ‘home
away from home’ for every Malaysian
in Victoria!

Monsec Team
Ever wondered how hackers break
into... anything? At MonSec, we teach
practical cyber security skills, so you
know how all things tech work and how
to better defend yourself. Our meetings
run weekly at 6PM on Mondays during
semester. For more information and to
join, head to our website at https://
monsec.io/join/
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Muggles
The Monash Muggles are a welcoming
community for Harry Potter fans to
meet and keep the magic alive.
The club hosts various social events both
online and in-person and has a magical
year planned. There’s something for
everyone, with games nights, our everpopular Trivia Night, The Triwizard
Tournament and our annual Yule Ball.
Quidditch isn’t only at Hogwarts
– The Monash Muggles have two
championship Quidditch teams that
train throughout the year to compete
against other club teams. Quidditch is
a beginner friendly sport and is open to
all regardless of age or skill.
The Monash Muggles aim to create a
welcoming, safe space for all muggles
to feel at home and enjoy the best of the
Harry Potter universe. There is no need
to be a die-hard Potterhead in this club
– everyone is welcome.
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SEED

Power to Change

Philharmonic Society
The Monash University Philharmonic
Society is a student-run club at Clayton
campus focused on allowing fellow
musicians or music enthusiasts to enjoy
playing in instrumental ensembles,
whilst also being a great environment
to mingle and socialise. The society
prides itself on accepting musicians
of all abilities. Currently, the society
has three main ensembles, being;
Monash Symphonic Winds, Monash
Philharmonic Orchestra and Monash
Jazz Orchestra, with the option to form
smaller ensembles with friends or fellow
members throughout the year.
However, it is not just performing that
the club does. The Phil runs social
events throughout the year, including
Laser tag, bowling, and even Camps!
However, when it does come to
performing, the Phil holds three major
concerts, Autumn, Spring and Summer,
with our first Autumn Concert being
‘Curtains Up’ occurring during the
first semester of Monash University,
with many more concerts following
throughout the year. Find out more at
https://monashphil.org

Power to Change is a Christian community at Monash, and we aim to help
students know Jesus and follow Him.
We are a group for Christians and
non-Christians, local and international
students alike. We hold weekly meetings, bible study groups and other
events where students have the chance
to explore faith and connect with each
other.
For more information get our web app
on your phone via bit.ly/monashptcapp. Or look us up on Facebook (@
powertochangemonashclayton
for
local students, @powertochangeismmonash for International students).

Monash SEED is a multi-faculty student
club for those who believe that a
successful career and a responsible
career should go together. We run
ambitious, creative events that connect
students to a multitude of future
possibilities, reshaping their perspective
on how to impact the world through
their career. We bring together diverse
thinkers from across the university to
collaborate with and challenge one
another, inspiring them to become
the trailblazers who will lead positive
change in our society. Our vision is to
equip Monash University students with
the skills and networks to create positive
change through entrepreneurship,
microfinance, sustainable business
models, and corporate citizenship. At
SEED it doesn’t matter what faculty
you come from because we believe
that multi-disciplinary teams create
the biggest positive impact. So, join
the committee, become a member and
follow us online to start your social
impact journey now!

SAM

PLN
The PLN is a community of students, staff,
and professionals who are interested in
using the law to enact social change.
Our focus is on building connections
and creating a space for students to
engage with the non-commercial side
of the legal world, including through
social events, advocacy, career advice
and resources, and our blog and social
media.
We have some great things planned for
2021. We look forward to welcoming you
to our first social event with plenty of
food, drinks, and new friends. You can
also look forward to panel events on
current legal issues, group projects, our
mentoring program, and lots more. Look
us up on social media to check out how
to get involved!
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Singapore Association of Monash
(SAM) welcomes you to a fun-loving
“home away from home” in Monash
University. We are an all-inclusive
community, and we welcome everyone
keen on experiencing the Singaporean
culture!
As a member, you can look forward to a
whole range of events that embody the
Singaporean spirit and our multi-racial
identity. Examples include various
racial festivities as well as our National
Day Celebration! We are also proud
to present SAMFAM, an initiative to
help connect our members and create
a thriving Singaporean community.
Not to mention, we offer avenues for
our members to attend professional
workshops and networking events to
upskill and remain competitive.
Check
out
our
Facebook
(@
SAMONASH1) and Instagram (@sam.
monash) for the latest updates and
take note of our upcoming events!
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SAS

SAMA
Founded in 2006, the Society for Anime
and Manga Appreciation (SAMA) aims to
bring good times and fun opportunities
for our members to meet fellow anime
and manga fans. SAMA is the perfect
club for meeting like-minded anime
fans, sharing interests and hobbies,
and forming new friendships, all while
indulging your love of all things anime
and manga. We run a huge variety of
events every semester, such as weekly
anime screenings, trivia nights, BBQs,
movie nights, cosplay events, arts and
crafts nights, an annual camp and
much more!

The Society of Arts Students is excited
to welcome you in 2021! SAS is a
community of fun-loving people who
are ready to make university the best
experience for you. We represent the
Arts students at Monash, but we also
have members from across all faculties
and love when everyone is involved.
Throughout the year, SAS hosts an
array of amazing events, including a
first-year camp and the much-loved
arts ball! Alongside these brilliant
social events, we want to showcase
how far your arts degree can take you
– keeping our members up to date with
opportunities on offer, and in 2021 will
host our first ever industry night! SAS is
your perfect society to join to meet likeminded people who love to get involved
for a great time at university. Come visit
us at our O-week stall on campus or our
zoom live chats. We cannot wait to see
you there!

Sign up at our O-Week stall or at any
of our events during the year; it’s never
too late to join! As a member, you can
look forward to free food and drinks at
our events, various discounts from our
sponsors, our weekly newsletter with
details on all our events.
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SMUCE
The Society of Monash University
Chemical Engineers (SMUCE) is a
student run society that aims to bridge
the gap between classrooms and the
real world. SMUCE links the industry
and Monash’s Chemical Engineering
Department with its students, to
provide students with opportunities
they would otherwise not receive.
We have established strong working
relationships with many companies
employing Chemical Engineers, and
we aim to develop and increase these
connections. These companies can
advertise directly to Monash Students
allowing students to receive firsthand information from a vast range
of industry disciplines. Throughout
the year, we run various industry and
social \events such as our weekly
industry seminars featuring different
companies, a networking night with
alumni students, barbeques, and
trivia nights. These events are a great
opportunity to meet fellow students
and academic staff whilst also learning
of professional opportunities and
building upon the skills necessary for
your professional undertakings.
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UNIT

SLAC
¡Hola! Come and discover all the
amazing things that Spanish and Latin
American Club (SLAC) has to offer. Our
activities range from Spanish conversation exchanges to Latin parties and
bar nights, Spanish movie nights, dancing, trivia and food degustation! SLAC
seeks to promote cultural diversity and
tolerance at Monash, to build an environment where students, regardless of
their background, can share, and have
a good time while enjoying everything
the region has to offer. The club main
areas of focus are:
i. Academic – aid people engaging in
Spanish studies such as conversation
sessions and tutorials.
ii. Cultural – promote the regions’ food,
movies, literature, dances, among others.
iii. Social – host events for students to
develop friendships and encourage social interaction.

Established in 2016, UNIT Monash aims
to promote financial literacy amongst
students and bridge the gap between
classroom and industry. We are
committed to fostering a community
where passionate individuals can share
market insights, discuss economic
developments and hone their financial
acumen. At UNIT Monash we understand
the competitiveness and ever-changing
nature of the finance sector and as
such, we are constantly striving to
provide the best resources outside the
scope of the university curriculum.
We warmly welcome students from all
academic backgrounds to attend our
events and join the UNIT Monash family!
Upcoming events:
- Personal Finance 101
- Stock Market Debates: Is Tesla really
worth more than Toyota?
- Stock Market Debates: Are we in a Tech
Bubble?
- UNIT Monash Networking Panel Night
- UNIT Career’s Guide
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WIRED
WIRED is the IT students’ society and
official Faculty of IT club. We run many
events, including social, academic, and
industry events.
WIRED loves to connect like-minded
students through our many social
events, including games, trivia, and
movie nights, BBQs, and the official
Faculty of IT Ball.
When you join WIRED, you can make
friends, connect with people of all walks
of life and create lifelong friendships.
We run many academic and industry
events, such as hackathons, talks,
workshops, competitions, and info
sessions.
WIRED works with the faculty to help
you excel academically and find out
what you want to do with your degree
once you leave uni.
By joining us, you’ll get access to all our
events, have an opportunity to meet our
industry partners, and make lifelong
friendships with like-minded students.
We hope you’ll join us and get involved
with our great club!
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MSA Education Update
Academic Safety Net

Launching of Digital Counter Faculty Handbook

Charlee Hawkes, Education (Academic Affairs)
Officer 2021

Helen Minh Hang Vu, Education (Public Affairs) Officer 2021

No one could have foreseen the drastic changes that
would occur to Australian Universities in 2020.

The Counter Faculty Handbook (CFH) compiles together
hundreds of students’ true reflections on university units,
helping others in making the best decision when deciding
on their studies. In 2021, the MSA Education Public Affairs
department aims to bring the CFH to an online medium
where it is accessible to our students from everywhere.
More importantly, the online portal will allow students to
input their recommendations and reflections throughout
the year, building an interactive, constantly updating
platform to best assist students in choosing their units.
Furthermore, the reflection bank will also consist of comments on both online and offline versions of the same unit,
tailored to students studying onshore and offshore.

With all classes and assessments propelled online, the
Academic Safety Net was designed to respond to the
never seen before hardships that Monash University students were collectively facing. Financial insecurity, health
concerns, and the impacts of distance education was
suddenly at the forefront of many students’ education
experience.
In 2020, More than 27,000 results were changed, either
by the SFR alternative, withdrawing fails, or accepted
supplementary assessment offers. A total of 3,169 Monash
University students changed more than 10,200-unit results, via selecting the Satisfied Faculty Requirement
(SFR) grading alternative, based on data given to the Academic Board as of 2 October 2020. There is no question
that the Academic Safety Net helped to relieve the pressure created by numerous challenges our students faced
in 2020.

The 2020 digital CFH is aimed to be released at the start
of semester 2, 2021.

Bouncing Back in 2021

Stepping into 2021, the direct and indirect impacts of
COVID-19 are still expected to pose difficulties to our students’ academic performance.

Helen Ming Hang Vu, Education (Public Affairs) Officer 2021
2020 has seen COVID-19 affecting our students in various
ways. Thousands of international students faced lack of
financial and social support as the world saw itself in the
worst economic downturn since the Great Depression.
Students with disabilities were gravely impacted, unable
to access appropriate academic support services while
studying at home.

With some students facing ongoing financial insecurity,
mental and/or physical health concerns, or geographically unable to return to campus, it is evident that the challenges that loomed in 2020 will still continue to impact
some, or perhaps all, of Monash students in 2021.
Never before have we experienced such challenges. And
so, an unprecedented response was required. For the first
time in Monash history, the Monash Student Association,
in conjunction with student associations at Monash Caulfield, Parkville, and Peninsula, and the Monash International Student Service, made a united submission to the
University’s Education Committee, urging that the Academic Safety Net extend into 2021.

The Monash Student Association recognises that the issues we faced in 2020 did not end in 2020. As such, the
support and advocacy we delivered in 2020 will not end
in 2020 either.
The 2021 Academic year is fast approaching, with both
a promising outlook and terrifying uncertainty. The MSA
Education Public Affairs department, in collaboration
with other departments and divisions of the MSA, will be
launching a campaign called “Bouncing Back in 2021”.
The campaign aims to raise awareness of COVID-19’s impacts on education experiences of different demographics of students, but also to encourage positive changes to
improve the educational experience of students in 2021.

This will not only address the looming uncertainty posed
by the 2021 Academic Year, but empower students to take
control over their education, if, and when they choose to.
The MSA will continue to advocate for, and update students on, the Academic Safety Net. You can follow us on
Facebook at MSA Education and Monash Student Association (MSA).

Together, we bounce back in 2021.
Contact the following should you have any queries:
Charlee Hawkes, Education (Academic Affairs)
Officer 2021: charlee.hawkes1@monash.edu
MSA Education: msa-education@monash.edu
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Stars and Other Flashing Lights
Words by Callum Methven
Tethered to this string I know
I’ll never breathe again or sleep
and so I’ll do the things we do

Content warning: paranoia, psychosis,
schizoaffective disorder

and so I’ll sleep with one eye open.
Every sound, slamming door

Two minds one time and

and every in-between degree

in between a length of string,

that drops or changes

one eye glazed in the sweat

with the wind, I feel it all

of a day-long fever dream,

I feel the flush

a hook along the uphill stream

of flashing lights that never were

of everyone I’ll ever be

and in the sun I feel their shade,

or was before I died,

I’ll fight to fly or ply my fingers

our days are numbered still

on the border

but numbered are the days

of an ever-sunken cloud

as they were made.

if all the fog would mean

I never sought to see the sky at night

this noise will see an end,

as other than a sea of distant lights

if it meant my mind

of dark expanse, so vast, so empty

would rather sail amongst a soup

yet so full of songs complete,

than any budding storm.––

resounding hopes of skies to come,

My nerves are electricity,

dreams and some of them my own,

my finger’s touch a spire,

full of futures longer than the past

and if only I could ever speak the name

of open cells.

of this one spectre,

My mind will reach the ocean

say the truth,

by the tea tree stains

my spine a rural street

of the next September rains,

of Norfolk pines so brittle,

but forever is a memory to unborn minds,

snapping in the wind,

and a light can shine too bright

but in the end there are no words

and I was born forever predisposed,

there are no winners

my other eye is closed.

only senses,
and I sense my time is fleeting.
I sense my heart will break at this advance,
and so I close my eyes in the expanse.
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The Arts Path Leads to...
Where?
Words by Xenia Sanut

Every student says they procrastinate, so I cannot

If you are thinking that a career in arts is not promis-

say that I am special. But procrastination is a strug-

ing, the data shows that you may be right. According

gle for me because I still need to trick my brain into

to the Quality Indicators for Learning and Teaching’s

believing that I am being productive, or the guilt will

2020 National Report, the full-time employment rate

overrun me. So from Year 10 onwards, thinking about

in the study areas of creative arts, communications,

the future was how I convinced myself that I did not

humanities, culture and social sciences are at around

need to study. I attended open days every August to

45 to 61%, with humanities, culture and social scienc-

avoid studying for that upcoming SAC, signed up for

es in 17th place out of the 21 study areas, communica-

every university mailing list so I could rearrange my

tions in 19th place and creative arts at the bottom. Ad-

course preferences a hundred times instead of writing

ditionally, all three subject areas are below Monash

a single word of that practice essay, and I went to

University’s average full-time employment rate of

every VCE and Careers Expo from Year 10 to 12 believ-

72.3%.

ing that they could tell me what my calling was and

The same report indicated that generalist degrees,

give me a reason to dedicate so much of my time to a
monotonous task like studying.

like a Bachelor of Arts, start with low full-time em-

However, just because I did not like to study did not

with the gap closing to 80 – 83% within three years,

mean I disliked learning. I love to learn, but to me

putting them at a similar level as commerce and law

studying, the process of retaining what you learn, is

degrees. However, that is still three years of vocation-

the cause of much of my frustration. I found a sem-

al graduates earning higher salaries than generalist

blance of wonder for every subject I studied at school,

graduates. I know as arts students many of us were

but did not find a particular one that I could see myself

outraged by the changes to the arts course fees that

specialising in and studying about in university. That

were announced last year; I was too. Studying arts

is probably why I chose to study one of the broadest

develops transferable skills such as communication,

degrees imaginable, the Bachelor of Arts. I even de-

critical thinking, and research; attributes employers

cided to major in Journalism because it seemed like a

are looking for, or so university websites claim. But

profession where general knowledge is a must, and a

against these statistics, I do not blame anyone for

place where I could learn and report about many ar-

feeling inadequate and disposable because at mo-

eas of interest. And because of the extensive research

ments like this, I certainly do. I realise now that what I

I did in high school – creating spreadsheets that eval-

used as a form of procrastination, of wishful thinking

uate each major and spamming universities’ future

in high school, has turned into a source of fear and

students department with my questions – I still consid-

anxiety for me. Now when I look to the future, I only

ered my future seriously but deciding to place Arts as

see uncertainty. However, uncertainty is not just be-

my first preference was a culmination of other factors

ing unaware of the challenges ahead, but also about

also, including a university’s culture, proximity, oppor-

being pleasantly surprised about the opportunities to

tunities, the degree’s duration, average income upon

come.

ployment rates within three months of graduation,

graduating, future growth and . . . job prospects.

I have gone to a lot of career workshops, talked to Arts
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Art by Kat Kennedy
graduates and poured over job advertisements, looking for what will give me an edge in the workforce. Do I need to do more
internships? Is the answer taking more online courses? Or maybe its leadership programs? But every time I complete one of
the above, every time I think I am one step closer, all I see are the other ways I am lacking: a cycle that will probably continue
towards graduation and maybe even beyond, when the question turns from ‘How can I be employed?’ to ‘How can I stay employed?’. But volunteering, internships, leadership programs - all programs that I initially started as a means of finding employment - has made me realise something that I was too anxious to notice. I am not looking to be employed, but to find a purpose
when the data is telling me I am purposeless. The people I have met through these initiatives have inspired me, not because they
are employed, but because they love doing something so much that their skill and interest in that area makes them a sought
after candidate for any paid role in that field.
For me, volunteering and applying the knowledge I have learnt from my degree into a real-world context, through internships
and extracurricular activities, has become a great joy. Not only does it make me more confident about how I can contribute
to the workforce, but it also makes me feel like the world is slowly guiding me to my vocation, a role that only I can fulfil in my
unique way. The skills from my degree may help me find my role in the community, but along the way, they have helped me
discover that being comprehensive is not a weakness but a strength, as I have more to share. At university, we place so much
emphasis on the end goal, on what we can take or what is taken from us, like our jobs, our money, our time and our energy.
But we also have so much to give that it makes our destination at the end of our Arts degree just a by-product of our amazing
journey and the incredible people that inspire us.
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Monash Uni Student
Theatre (MSA) in 2021
GET INVOLVED. GET TO A PERFORMANCE. GET WITH THE PROGRAM - Whatever form it takes!
Words by The MUST Team
What is MUST ?
Monash Uni Student Theatre is a department of MSA, run by two professional theatre makers, and a theatre
company that creates vibrant performances by and with Monash students, for everybody. Shows are diverse,
ranging from devised pieces to adaptations, from festivals to intimate experiments - and sometimes, fully
digital offerings!
Students are involved in every area: direction, marketing, stage management, design, music, tech, acting and
more. MUST pairs new people up with experienced student mentors and holds workshops to develop skills.
Involvement is open to ALL Monash students.
Hands-on experience at MUST encourages valuable skills development. “MUST provides limitless scope for
artistic development while consistently producing top tier theatrical performance.” (Danny Delahunty, Melbourne Fringe)
In 2020, MUST moved their whole season online!
The community stayed ambitious in their art making, generating new ideas for getting people together and
learning. A new online platform was created to house digital works and many of these projects are available
to check out via the MUST/MSA site: msa.monash.edu/must or directly via: musttheatre.com.
What are MUST’s plans for 2021 and what opportunities are there?
There are things that MUST knows now and things that will fall into place gradually as parameters become
clearer. The company is planning a range of online opportunities and IRL experiences too!
Here are just a few:
In O-Week
The 2021 MUST O-Show, Indiana Jones and the Lost City of Monash is a film! It’s simultaneously an informative spoof of student life and a spoof of the Indiana Jones franchise, streaming in episodes via the MSA O-Fest
platform: msaofest.com.
MUST will also have an IRL info table on Menzies Lawn West. Come say hi!
Semester One onwards
2021 MUST Beginners / International Performance Workshop
Program
A program of fun, free weekly performance workshops (hopefully all IRL) culminating in public showings. Tuesday nights
within Semester from March 16. Spaces are limited!
STRANGEkit
This performance collective of 11 artists is eager for new adventure and will be using the MUST Space as their experimentation hub. (musttheatre.com)
Specific MUST Internships and positions
A number of students are undertaking year-long internships
with MUST staff and new positions have been created to focus
on building accessibility for all.
Asynchrony: An Interactive Minecraft Experience
An interactive online performance experienced by playing
multiplayer Minecraft whilst voice-connected to nearby actors
and audience. Auditions from Week One.
From MUST Till Dawn, the podcast, continues…
Each episode introduces a new guest to see if their chosen
film can hold its own against cult classic From Dusk Till Dawn.
(musttheatre.com)
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Workshops & Networking Nights - Stay tuned!
Loops - Sound Design Workshop Project
Learn how to record, manipulate and design an audio piece
across 8 weeks.
SUNRISE
Produced by Monash University Performing Arts Centres
A collaboration across Monash, inviting us all to help create a
series of exciting experiences and performances. MUST will be
collaborating with MPAC to help make it all happen!
Sunrise Studio - Take a survey and turn your experiences of
2020 into a brief for a surreal photo shoot.
Sunrise Big Big Band - Learn to improvise with hundreds of
other students.
Sunrise Rushes - You can be filmed in ultra-slow motion, undertaking extreme physical challenges!
From Scratch
Writers work in small supportive groups to create monologues,
then hand them over to directors and actors to film. (musttheatre.com)
Scripts Ahoy
MUST’s continuous playwright project. Someone writes a
scene then passes it on to the next writer to continue…
A large-scale outdoor dance performance!
A public performance experience for dancers and non-dancers alike. Info on how and when is coming…
Supported developments of new student scripts and ideas. If you have a great idea, let MUST know!
Semester Two
A big show in the Alexander Theatre in the Mid Sem break!
The 2021 Wrap Party and Awards Night
CabFest
Brilliant offerings of theatre, dance, drag, music, and comedy. MUST is hoping to run CabFest in a hybrid form,
with some live performances and some streamed. Stay tuned …
MUST’s Boot Camp at Falls Creek!
And there are other performance projects that MUST is investigating to see if they can get off the ground IRL in
2021. Stay tuned…
Where is MUST and how can you contact them?
MUST Staff are Artistic Director Yvonne Virsik & Technical Manager Jason Lehane and hundreds of enterprising
student volunteers!
(e) msa-must@monash.edu (ph) 9905 8173
URLs
MUST Homepage via MSA site: (w) msa.monash.edu.au/must
Platform for online projects: (w) musttheatre.com
(f) facebook.com/musttheatre
IRL
The MUST Offices are ground floor, west, Campus Centre, 21 Chancellors Walk.
The theatre entrance is opposite The Menzies Building, west.
IN 2021, GET WITH THE PROGRAM at MUST!
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A Story in Two
Parts
Words by Tingnan Li
Content Warning: self-harm
Part One:
I write it
I pick
a part of myself
I take a kitchen knife
some words
and then
my own hands
to dissect it
carving it out
for closer inspection
Part Two:
I read it aloud
tracing my fingertips
brushing them
idly
reverently
insistently
around the outline
the puckered edge
of this
self-inflicted scar
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Queensland State Success Continues
for Labor in Face of Federal Failures
Words by Pat Callanan
The Labor Party has continued its dominance in Queensland
with its victory in last year’s state election, despite its consistently poor federal election record. The Liberal National
Party’s (LNP) loss on October 31 to the incumbent Palaszczuk
Labor Government means it has only won one out of twelve
elections in the state since 1989, that being in 2012.

resulted in the jailing of the Queensland Police Commissioner and three government ministers. The Inquiry also led to
the resignation of Queensland Premier Joh Bjelke-Petersen,
whose 19 years in power became synonymous with corruption and authoritarianism.
Joh Bjelke-Petersen, the National Party leader and
Queensland Premier from 1968-1987, remains a spectre of
corruption in Queensland politics. PHOTO: Wikimedia Commons.
Associations with this period have hindered the Liberal-National parties from returning to power at a state level, Dr
Salisbury said.
“I think that still leaves a taint on the conservative side of politics in this state that leaves a lot of voters, and probably older
voters, with a real unease about returning the parties of that
time to government,” Dr Salisbury said.

The LNP/Coalition has won more seats than Labor in the
Queensland Parliament only once since 1989. DATA SOURCE:
Electoral Commission Queensland. Interactive Chart Link

Dr Salisbury said that unease was reinvigorated by the LNP
Newman Government from 2012-2015. After winning 78 seats
and reducing Labor to only seven seats in the Queensland
Parliament in the 2012 state election, the Newman Government was spectacularly defeated after one term in 2015.

University of Queensland political historian Chris Salisbury said a major reason for Labor’s long-term success at a
state level are the negative associations with conservative
Queensland state governments.

“We’ve now seen three elections where the Labor Party campaigns on the opposition or its leader being somehow associated with that period of government and some of the excesses that we saw here during that time,” Dr Salisbury said.

“We’re seeing today a reappearance… of very conservative,
sort-of religious fundamentalism appear in parts of the LNP in
Queensland,” Dr Salisbury said.
“I think for most Queenslanders that is now something of a
turn-off, and it just brings back echoes of the past authoritarian and very moralising government that we had here more
than thirty years ago,” he said.

Monash University Associate Professor of Politics Paul Strangio said it is also not uncommon for Labor Governments to be
preferred at a state level across Australia.
“[Voters] almost prefer state Labor governments for service
delivery purposes, because that by and large is the role of
state governments,” he said.

The Liberal and National parties governed Queensland from
1957-89 until being engulfed in a widespread corruption
scandal and voted out of office.The landmark 1987 Fitzgerald Inquiry (Commission of Inquiry into Possible Illegal Activities and Associated Police Misconduct) resulted in the
jailing of the Queensland Police Commissioner and three
government ministers. The Inquiry also led to the resignation
of Queensland Premier Joh Bjelke-Petersen, whose 19 years
in power became synonymous with corruption and authoritarianism.

Labor’s success in the state contrasts sharply with its performance in Queensland at a federal level, where it received a
twenty-year low 26.68 per cent of the state’s primary vote at
the 2019 federal election.
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“We now have, in federal terms, a clear sort of segregation
between the big southern cities where Labor does well, and the
outlying states,” he said.
“It goes to demographics, things like education levels, income,
the rural-regional versus city divide… this sort of phenomena
has been seen everywhere, even in the US election we’ve just
witnessed.
“Labor federally has particular problems appealing to a
Queensland constituency as we saw in the 2019 federal election, where it was problems about the Adani Mine [and] climate change,” he said.
The LNP has continued to receive a primary vote above 40%
in federal elections in Queensland. DATA SOURCE: Australian Electoral Commission, Australian Parliament. Interactive
Chart Link
Since 1993, Labor has only won a majority of Queensland’s
federal seats once, that being at the 2007 election under Kevin
Rudd, himself a Queenslander.

This is a division which Chris Salisbury said is increasingly
evident within Queensland itself, with governing increasingly
becoming a “straddling the fence” exercise between the state’s
different regions.
Labor’s loss of the previously safe seat of South Brisbane to
the Greens in the most recent state election demonstrates the
increasing diversity of views across Queensland.
Despite this growing diversity, an analysis of voting data
from the 2020 election reveals that both Labor and the LNP
increased their primary vote by 4.15 per cent and 2.21 per cent
respectively.
The increased primary vote for the major parties appears to
have been at the expense of One Nation, which saw its primary
vote fall by 6.61 per cent while other minor parties remained
stable.

Labor’s 2007 federal election victory saw it win only two more
seats than the Coalition in Queensland. DATA SOURCE: Australian Electoral Commission, Australian Parliament. Interactive
Chart Link
Since the merging of the Liberal and National parties into the
LNP a year later, Labor’s primary vote has fallen by an average
of 4 per cent every federal election.
Associate Professor Strangio remains sceptical as to whether
the 2008 merger contributed to this trend.
“It’s hard to credit that given that you would think that would
also pave the way for success at the state level,” he said.
“The federal success of the LNP may instead be due to a distinction by Queenslanders between state and federal issues,
with the federal Coalition being viewed as a better manager of
the economy and national security,” Dr Strangio said.

The primary votes for the Greens and Katter Australia Party
remained stable at the 2020 state election despite the swing
back to major parties. DATA SOURCE: Electoral Commission
Queensland. Interactive Chart Link
“It’s a very underwhelming performance It lost half of its primary vote at this election,” Dr Salisbury said.
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Escapism
Words by Jahin Tanvir

These little lies we dive into,
To get through every day,
Whispers of sweet nothings,
Enchanted by silent goodbyes,
Lyrics of unrequited love,
Burrowed inside tears
Of mere intentions.
Emotions that we yearn for,
Adventures in serene wonderlands,
Lullabies to help the head
Hit softly on the pillow.
As mankind writes more worlds,
The pressure on our shoulders lessens,
Stretched-out ideologies
Sleep under the comfort of paper.
Anything to leave behind the material,
A place beyond the eyes,
Where excitement electrifies the heart
And the mind glides,
The leap towards the unthinkable.
If we walk without sight,
Here, where there is no light,
Where the artist creates,
Where writers write,
Where we bear the lovers plight,
Our souls will withstand the might,
And overflow with a glowing vigour.
For the world we emulate in our minds
Can become a small reality
With a little effort
And a big imagination.

Art by Joshua Nai
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To contribute to Edition Two, check out our Facebook, Instagram
and website for more information on Edition Two submissions.
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...until next time

Lot’s Wife.
In recognition of the climate crisis, Lot’s Wife is printed using PEFC, ISO14001, and FSC certified paper. This guarantees that all
paper used is legally and ethically sourced from sustainably managed forests. Our printer also uses organic vegetable inks,
actively reducing their water consumption and waste production. We are proud to work with PrintGraphics, an internationally
acclaimed printer that shares our values.
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